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Subspace Approximation of Face Recognition
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Abstract—We present a theory for constructing linear subspace
approximations to face-recognition algorithms and empirically
demonstrate that a surprisingly diverse set of face-recognition ap-
proaches can be approximated well by using a linear model. A linear
model, built using a training set of face images, is specified in terms
of a linear subspace spanned by, possibly nonorthogonal vectors.
We divide the linear transformation used to project face images
into this linear subspace into two parts: 1) a rigid transformation
obtained through principal component analysis, followed by a non-
rigid, affine transformation. The construction of the affine subspace
involves embedding of a training set of face images constrained by
the distances between them, as computed by the face-recognition
algorithm being approximated. We accomplish this embedding
by iterative majorization, initialized by classical MDS. Any new
face image is projected into this embedded space using an affine
transformation. We empirically demonstrate the adequacy of
the linear model using six different face-recognition algorithms,
spanning template-based and feature-based approaches, with a
complete separation of the training and test sets. A subset of the
face-recognition grand challenge training set is used to model the
algorithms and the performance of the proposed modeling scheme
is evaluated on the facial recognition technology (FERET) data set.
The experimental results show that the average error in modeling
for six algorithms is 6.3% at 0.001 false acceptance rate for the
FERET fafb probe set which has 1195 subjects, the most among all
of the FERET experiments. The built subspace approximation not
only matches the recognition rate for the original approach, but the
local manifold structure, as measured by the similarity of identity
of nearest neighbors, is also modeled well. We found, on average,
87% similarity of the local neighborhood. We also demonstrate the
usefulness of the linear model for algorithm-dependent indexing
of face databases and find that it results in more than 20 times
reduction in face comparisons for Bayesian, elastic bunch graph
matching, and one proprietary algorithm.

Index Terms—Affine approximation, error in indexing, face
recognition, indexing, indexing face templates, linear modeling,
local manifold structure, multidimensional scaling, security and
privacy , subspace approximation, template reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION

I NTENSIVE research has produced an amazingly diverse
set of approaches for face recognition (see [1] and [2] for ex-

cellent reviews). The approaches differ in terms of the features
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used, distance measures used, need for training, and matching
methods. Systematic and regular evaluations, such as the facial-
recognition technology (FERET) [3], [4]; the face-recognition
grand challenge (FRGC) [5], [6]; and face-recognition vendor
test [7], [8] have enabled us to identify the top-performing ap-
proaches. In general, a face-recognition algorithm is a module
that computes distance (or similarity) between two face images.
Just as linear systems theory allows us to characterize a system
based on inputs and outputs, we seek to characterize a face-
recognition algorithm based on the distances (the “outputs”)
computed between two faces (the “inputs”). Can we model the
distances computed by any given face recognition algorithm
as a function of the given face images and ? Mathemati-
cally, what is the function such that
is minimized? In particular, we consider just affine transforms
as it is the simplest model. As we shall see in the experimental
section, this affine model suffices for a number of face-recog-
nition algorithms. This modeling problem is represented in Fig.
1. Essentially, we seek to infer a subspace that approximates
the face-recognition algorithm. The transformation allows us to
embed a new template, not used for training, into this subspace.

Apart from sheer intellectual curiosity, the answer to this
question has some practical benefits. First, a subspace ap-
proximation would allow us to characterize face-recognition
algorithms at a deeper level than just comparing recognition
rates. For instance, if is an identity operator, then it would
suggest that the underlying face-recognition algorithm is es-
sentially performing a rigid rotation and translation to the
face representations similar to principal component analysis
(PCA). If is a linear operator, then it would suggest that
the underlying algorithms can be approximated fairly well
by linear transformation (rotation, shear, stretch) of the face
representations. Given training samples, the objective is to
approximate the subspace induced by a face-recognition algo-
rithm from a pairwise relation between two given templates.
Experimentally, we have demonstrated that the proposed mod-
eling scheme works well for template-based algorithms as well
as feature-based algorithms. As we shall see, in practice, we
have found that a linear is sufficient to approximate a number
of face-recognition algorithms, even feature-based ones. This
raises interesting speculations about the essential simplicity of
the underlying algorithms.

Second, if a linear approximation can be built, then it can be
used to reconstruct face templates just from scores. We have
demonstrated this ability in [9]. This has serious security and
privacy implications.

Third, we can use the linear subspace approximation of face-
recognition algorithms to build efficient indexing mechanisms
for face images. This is particularly important for the identifica-
tion scenarios where one has to perform one to many matches,
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Fig. 1. Approximating face-recognition algorithms by linear models: Distance
between two face images observed by the (a) original face recognition and (b)
linear model.

especially using a computationally expensive face-recognition
algorithm. The proposed model-based indexing mechanism has
several advantages over the two-pass indexing scheme. In a two-
pass indexing scheme, a linear projection, such as pca, is used
to select few gallery images followed by the identification of
the probe image within the selected gallery images. However,
the performance of these type of systems is limited by the per-
formance of the linear projection method even in the presence
of a high performing recognition algorithm in the second pass
whereas the use of linear model of the original algorithm ensures
the selection of few gallery images that match those computed
by the original algorithm. In Section VI, we have experimen-
tally demonstrated the advantage of the proposed model-based
indexing scheme over the PCA-based modeling scheme using
two different face-recognition algorithms with more than 1000
subjects in the gallery set.

We consider ’s that are affine transformations, defining a
linear subspace spanned by possible nonorthogonal vectors. We
treat the algorithm being modeled as a black box. To arrive
at this model, we need a set of face images (training set) and
the distances between these face images, as computed by the
face-recognition algorithm being approximated. For computa-
tional reasons, we decompose the linear model into two parts:
1) a rigid transformation, which can be obtained by any orthog-
onal subspace approximation of the rigid model, such as the
principal component analysis (PCA), and 2) a nonrigid, affine
transformation. Note that the bases of the overall transforma-
tion need not be orthonormal. To construct the affine subspace,
we embed the training set of face images constrained by the dis-
tances between them, as computed by the face-recognition algo-
rithm being modeled. We accomplish this distance preserving
embedding with the iterative majorization algorithm initialized
by classical multidimensional scaling (MDS) [10], [11]. This
process results in a set of coordinates for the train images. The
affine transformation defines the relationship between these em-
bedding coordinates and the rigid (PCA) space coordinates.

We analyze some of the popular face-recognition algorithms:
eigenfaces (PCA + distance metrics) [12], linear discriminant
analysis (LDA) [13], Bayesian intra/extraclass person classi-
fier [14], elastic bunch graph matching (EBGM) [15], indepen-
dent component analysis (ICA) [16], and one proprietary algo-
rithm. The choice of the face-recognition algorithms includes
template-based approaches, such as PCA, LDA, ICA, Bayesian,
and feature-based ones, such as the EGBM and the proprietary

algorithm. The Bayesian approach, although template based, ac-
tually employs two subspaces to compute the distance, so it is
fundamentally different from other linear approaches. One sub-
space is for intersubjects variations and the other is for intra-
subject variation. We use a subset of the FRGC [5] the training
and test the accuracy of the model on the FERET [3] data set
for all recognition algorithms, except for the EBGM algorithm.
Due to the need for extensive manual intervention in creating
ground truth training feature points for the EBGM algorithm,
and the nonexistence of such data for the FRGC data, we use
the FERET training set for which ground truth is included in
Colorado State University’s (CSU’s) Face Identification Eval-
uation System [17]. For the proprietary algorithm, we use the
FERET training set and a subset of the FRGC training set and
compare the modeling results.

The rest of this paper is organized in the following way. In
Section II, we review some of the earlier approaches to model
recognition performance of different biometric systems as well
as the distance-based learning approaches using the multidi-
mensional scaling approach. In Section III, we present our
approach to model face-recognition systems based on match
scores. Experimental setup, data sets, and a brief description
of different face-recognition algorithms used in our experi-
ments are described in Section IV. Results of the proposed
modeling scheme and indexing of face databases are presented
in Sections V and VI, respectively. We conclude our work in
Section VII with a summary and discussion of the possible
extension of the modeling scheme. Note that this training set
is the one used to construct the linear model. However, each
face-recognition algorithm has its own training set that is
different from that used for the linear transformation. We have
provided specific details in the results section.

II. RELATED WORK

As far as we know, there is no related work that considers the
face-recognition algorithm modeling problem as we have posed
it. This is the first paper that seeks to construct a linear transfor-
mation to model recognition algorithms. Using the linear model,
we also present the first algorithm-specific indexing mechanism
for face templates and experimentally demonstrate a 20 times re-
duction in template comparisons on the FERET gallery set for
the identification scenario.

Perhaps the closest works are those that use multidimensional
scaling (MDS) to derive models for standard classifiers, such
as nearest neighborhood, LDA, and the linear programming
problem from the dissimilarity scores between objects [18]. A
similar framework is also suggested by Roth et al. [19], where
pairwise distance information is embedded in the Euclidean
space, and an equivalence is drawn between several clustering
approaches with similar distance-based learning approaches.
There are also studies that statistically model similarity scores
so as to predict the performance of the algorithm on large data
sets based on results on small data sets [20]–[23]. For instance,
Grother and Phillips [24] proposed a joint density function to
independently predict match scores and nonmatch scores from
a set of match scores. Apart from face recognition, methods
have been proposed to model and predict performances for
other biometric modalities and objects recognition [25], [26].
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A couple of philosophical distinctions exist between our work
and these related works. First, unlike these works, which try to
statistically model the scores, we estimate an analytical model
that characterizes the underlying face subspace induced by the
algorithm and builds a linear transformation from the original
template to this global manifold. Second, unlike some of these
methods, we do not place any restrictions on the distribution of
scores in the training set, such as the separation between match
score distribution and nonmatch score distribution. We treat the
face-recognition algorithm to be modeled as a complete black
box. Third, we empirically demonstrate the quality of the model
under a very strict experimental framework with a complete sep-
aration of not only train and test, but also the separation of train
sets for the underlying algorithms and the training set used to
build the model.

Perhaps a few words about our previous study [9] are in
order. In that work, we briefly introduced the linear modeling
scheme and showed that given such a model, we can use it to re-
construct face templates from scores. However, the conclusions
were contingent on the ability to construct this linear model.
This was demonstrated only for three different face-recognition
algorithms. In this paper, we have focused on the modeling
part. We now have a more sophisticated, two-fold method for
building linear models than the single-pass approach adopted in
[9]. We use iterative stress minimization using a majorization
to minimize the error between algorithmic distance and model
distance. The output of the classical multidimensional scaling
initializes this iterative process. The two-fold methods help
us to build better generalizable models. The models are better
even if the training set used for the face recognition and that
used to learn the linear models are different. The empirical
conclusions are also based on a more extensive study of six
different recognition algorithms. The application to indexing is
new as well.

III. MODELING FACE-RECOGNITION ALGORITHM

To model an algorithm from a distance matrix, we need to
learn the underlying distribution of face images, the subspace
induced by that specific algorithm. We also need a transforma-
tion to project new face images into the learned manifold. In the
following subsections, we present the mathematical derivation
of the proposed affine transformation-based modeling scheme
for this subspace. Given a set of face images and the pairwise
distances between these images, first we compute a point config-
uration preserving these pairwise distances between projected
points on the low-dimensional subspace. We use stress mini-
mization with iterative majorization to arrive at a point config-
uration from match scores between templates on the training
set. The iterative majorization algorithm is guaranteed to con-
verge to an optimal point configuration or, in some cases, settles
down to a point configuration contributing to a local maxima
[11]. However, in either case, an informative initial guess will
reduce the number of iterations and speed up the process. We
use classical multidimensional scaling for this purpose.

Notations and Definitions: A few notational issues are in
order. Let be the dissimilarity between two images and
(row-scanned vector representations) ( ) as computed

by the given face-recognition algorithm. Here, we assume that
the face-recognition algorithm outputs the dissimilarity scores
of two images. However, if a recognition algorithm computes
similarities instead of dissimilarities, we can convert the simi-
larity scores into dissimilarities using a variety of transfor-
mations, such as , , , etc. These dis-
tances can then be arranged as a matrix , where

is the number of images in the training set. In this paper, we
will denote matrices by bold capital letters and column vec-
tors by bold small letters . We will denote the identity matrix
by , a vector of ones by , a vector of zeros by , and the trans-
pose of by .

We start by considering the difference among a distance
metric, an Euclidean distance metric,and dissimilarity measure.
A dissimilarity (distance) measure is a function or association
of two objects from one set to a real number. Mathematically,

. A smaller value of indicates a stronger
similarity between two objects and a higher value indicates the
opposite. A similarity measure can be considered as the inverse
function of the disimilarity measure.

Definition: (Metric Property) A dissimilarity measure
is called a distance metric if it satisfies the fol-

lowing properties:
1) iff (reflexive);
2) (positivity);
3) (symmetry);
4) (triangle inequality).

Note that a dissimilarity measure may not be a distance metric.
However, in applications, such as biometrics, the reflexive and
positivity property are straightforward. The positivity property
can be imparted with a simple translation of dissimilarities
values to a positive range. If the distance matrix violates the
symmetric property, then we reinstate this property by replacing

with . Although this simple solution will
change the performance of the algorithm, this correction can
be viewed as a first cut fix for our modeling transformation to
the algorithms that violates teh symmetric property of match
scores. In case the dissimilarity measure does not satisfy the
symmetry and triangle inequality property, if required, these
properties can be imparted if we have a set of pairwise distances
arranged in a complete distance matrix [9], [10].

Any given dissimilarity matrix may violate the metric
property and may not be an Euclidean matrix (i.e., a matrix of
distances that violates the triangle inequality). However, if
is not an Euclidean distance matrix, then it is possible to derive
an equivalent Euclidean distance matrix from . We will
discuss this in Section IV-B.

A. Computing Point Configuration

The objective is to find a point configuration
such that the squared error in

distances is minimum, where is the distance
computed between face template and and is the
Euclidean distance between configuration points and .
Thus, the objective function can be written as

(1)
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where are weights. The incorporation of weights in (1)
is a generalization of the objective function and can be associ-
ated with the confidence in the dissimilarities . For missing
values of , the corresponding weights is set to zero. In our
experiments, the weights are all equal and set to 1. However, for
generality, we develop the theory based on weighted scores. Let

(2)

where is independent of the point configuration and

(3)

where for and .
Similarly

(4)

where and

if and
otherwise

Hence, from (2)

(5)

The configuration points can be found by maximizing
in many different ways. In this paper, we consider the iterative
majorization algorithm proposed by Borg and Groenen [11]. Let

(6)

then and , hence majorizes
. So the optimal set of configuration points can be found

as follows:

(7)

Thus, the iterative formula to arrive at the optimal configuration
points can be written as follows:

(8)

where is the initial configuration points and represents
the pseudoinverse of .

B. Choice of Initial Point Configuration

Although the iterative solution presented in (8) can be ini-
tialized with any random starting configuration point, an appro-
priate guess will reduce the number of iterations to find the op-
timal configuration points. We initialize the iterative algorithm
with a set of configuration points derived by applying classical
multidimensional scaling on an original distance matrix. Clas-
sical multidimensional scaling works well when the distance
measure is a metric or, more specifically, an Euclidean distance
matrix. Therefore, we first compute an approximate Euclidean
distance from the original distance matrix followed by
the derivation of initial configuration points using classical mul-
tidimensional scaling adapted from Cox and Cox [10].

1) Computing the Equivalent Euclidean Distance Matrix
( ): Given the original distance matrix , we first check
whether the distance matrix satisfies the Euclidean distance
properties. If any such property is violated, then we replace
the original distance matrix with an equivalent distance
matrix . The term “equivalent” is used in the sense that the
overall objective of the distance matrix and remains the
same. For example, in our case, adding a constant to all of the
entries of the original distance matrix does not alter the
overall performance of a face-recognition system and, hence,
has similar behavior in terms of recognition performances.

If the original distance matrix is not Euclidean, as in case
of most of the face-recognition algorithms, then we use the fol-
lowing propositions to derive an equivalent Euclidean distance
matrix from . Given an arbitrary matrix , we enforce the
metric property using Proposition 3.1 and then we convert the
metric (distance) matrix to an Euclidean distance matrix using
Theorem 3.2.

Proposition 3.1: If is nonmetric, then the matrix
is metric where [10],

[27].
Theorem 3.2: If is a metric distance, then a con-

stant exists such that the matrix with elements
is Euclidean, where is the smallest (negative) eigen-

value of , where [10], [27].
In Fig. 3, we outline the steps involved to modify the original

distance and determine the dimension of the model space. The
dimension of the model space is determined by computing the
eigenvalues of the matrix defined in Theorem 3.2.
The eigenspectrum of the matrix provides an ap-
proximation to the dimension of the projected space. The dimen-
sion of the model space is decided in a more conventional way of
neglecting smaller eigenvalues and keeping 99% of the energy
of the eigenspectrum of . In the presence of negative eigen-
values with high magnitude, Pekalaska and Duin [28] suggested
a new embedding scheme of the data points in the pseudo-Eu-
clidean space whose dimension is decided by positive and nega-
tive eigenvalues of high magnitudes. However, since in our case,
we have modified the original distance matrix to enforce the
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Fig. 2. Modeling face-recognition algorithms. Starting with a given set of training face images � , we compute the pair-wise dissimilarities � � between these
images using the underlying face-recognition algorithm. We convert the pair-wise dissimilarities to an equivalent Euclidean distance matriix and then use the stress
minimization method to arrive at the model space. The underlying algorithm is then model by an affine transformation � which transforms the input images � to
points of configuration � in the model space.

Fig. 3. Steps to compute initial configuration points � . If the given match scores are similarity measures between face images, then we convert the dissimi-
larities (�). We verify the Euclidean property of the distance matrix � and compute an equivalent Euclidean distance matrix � if necessary. The dimension of
the model space is also determined during the process.

Euclidean property, we do not have large magnitude negative
eigenvalues of the modified distance matrix.

The flowchart in Fig. 3 is divided into three important blocks,
demarcated by curly braces with comments. In the first block,
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the original dissimilarity matrix or a similarity matrix con-
verted to the dissimilarity matrix with a suitable function is
tested for the Euclidean property. If is Euclidean, then clas-
sical multidimensional scaling at the very first iteration will re-
sult in the best configuration points . The subsequent iterative
process using stress minimization will not result in any improve-
ment so the remaining steps can be skipped. Furthermore, we
would infer that the face-recognition algorithm uses Euclidean
distance as the distance measure. So in this particular case, we
can use the Euclidean distance measure in the model space as
well.

If the original dissimilarity matrix is not Euclidean then in
next two blocks, we find those properties of Euclidean distance
matrix that are violated by and reinforce those properties by
deriving the approximated Euclidean distance matrix from

. Henceforth, we use classical MDS on to determine the
dimension of the model space as well to arrive at an initial set
of configuration points . At this point, we do not have any
knowledge about the distance measure used by the original al-
gorithm but we know that the original distance matrix is not
Euclidean, so we consistently use cosine distance measure for
such model spaces.

C. Classical Multidimensional Scaling

Given the equivalent Euclidean distance matrix , here the
objective is to find vectors such that

(9)

Equation (9) can be compactly represented in matrix form as

(10)

where is matrix constructed using the vectors as the
columns and is a column vector of the
magnitudes of the vectors ’s. Thus

(11)

Note that the aformentioned configuration points ’s are not
unique. Any translation or rotation of vectors ’s can also be a
solution to (9). To reduce such degrees of freedom of the solu-
tion set, we constrain the solution set of vectors to be centered at
the origin and the sum of the vectors to zero (i.e., ).

To simplify (10), if we pre and postmultiple each side of the
equation by centering matrix , we have

(12)

Since is the Euclidean matrix, the matrix represents the
inner product between the vectors and is a symmetric, posi-
tive semidefinite matrix [10], [11]. Solving (12) yields the initial
configuration points as

(13)

where is a diagonal matrix consisting of
nonzero eigenvalues of , and represents the corre-
sponding eigenvectors of .

D. Solving for Base Vectors

So far, we have seen how to find a set of coordinates
such that the Euclidean distance between these coordinates is
related to the distances computed by the recognition algorithm
by an additive constant. We now find an affine transformation
that will relate these coordinates to the images such that

(14)

where is the mean of the images in the training set (i.e., av-
erage face). We do not restrict this transformation to be or-
thonormal or rigid. We consider to be composed of two sub-
transformations: 1) nonrigid transformation and 2) rigid
transformation rigid (i.e., ). The rigid part
can be arrived at by any analysis that computes an orthonormal
subspace from the given set of training images. In this exper-
iment, we use the principal component analysis (PCA) for the
rigid transformation. Let the PCA coordinates corresponding to
the nonzero eigenvalues (i.e., nonnull subspace) be denoted by

. The nonrigid transformation relates
these rigid coordinates to the distance-based coordinates .
From (14)

(15)

Multiplying both sides of (15) by and using the result
that , where is the diagonal matrix with
the nonzero eigenvalues computed by PCA, we have

(16)

This nonrigid transformation allows for shear and stress, and
the rigid transformation, computed by PCA, together model the
face-recognition algorithm. Note that the rigid transformation
is not dependent on the face-recognition algorithm; it is only
the nonrigid part that is determined by the distances computed
by the recognition algorithm. An alternative viewpoint could
be that the nonrigid transformation captures the difference be-
tween the PCA-based recognition strategy—the baseline—and
the given face-recognition algorithm.

Thus, the overall outline of the modeling approach can be
summarized as follows.

• Input:
1) A training set containing face images.
2) The dissimilarity/Similarity matrix “ ” computed on

the training by using the face-recognition algorithm.
• Algorithm:

1) Check whether is Euclidean, if necessary, convert to
an equivalent Euclidean distance matrix .

2) Compute initial configuration points (see Fig. 3).
3) Use the iterative scheme in (8) to arrive at the final

configuration points. The iteration is terminated when
the error is less than the tolerance parameter
which is empirically set to 0.001 in our experiments.

4) Compute the rigid subtransformation using PCA on
the training set.

5) Compute the nonrigid subtransformation , as
shown in (16).

6) is the required model affine transforma-
tion.
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TABLE I
SIMILARITY/DISSIMILARITY MEASURES OF DIFFERENT FACE-RECOGNITION ALGORITHMS

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We evaluate the accuracy of the proposed linear modeling
scheme by using six fundamentally different face-recognition
algorithms and compare the recognition performances of each
algorithm with corresponding models. We demonstrate the con-
sistency of the modeling scheme on FERET face data sets. In
the following subsections, we provide more details about the
face-recognition algorithms and the distance measures associ-
ated with these algorithms, train and test sets used in our ex-
periments, and the metrics used to evaluate the strength of the
proposed modeling scheme.

Experimental results, presented in the next section, vali-
date that the proposed linear modeling scheme generalizes
across probe sets representing different variations in face
images (FERET probe sets). We also demonstrate that dif-
ferent distance measures, coupled with the PCA algorithm
and normalization of match scores (discussed in Section V-C),
have a minimal impact on the proposed modeling approach.
In Section VI, we also demonstrate the usefulness of such
modeling schemes toward algorithm-dependent indexing of
face databases. The indexing of face images using the proposed
modeling scheme substantially reduces the computational
burden of the face-recognition system in the identification
scenarios.

A. Data Sets

The FERET data set [3], used in this experiment, is publicly
available and equipped with predefined training, gallery, and
probe sets commonly used to evaluate face-recognition algo-
rithms. The FERET data set contains 1196 distinct subjects in
the gallery set. We use a subset of the Face Recognition Grand
Challenge (FRGC) [6] training set containing 600 images from
the first 150 subjects (increasing order of the id) to train our
model. This data set was collected at a later date, at a different
site, and with different subjects than FERET. Thus, we have a
strong separation of the train and test set.

B. Face-Recognition Algorithms and Distance Transformation

We evaluate our proposed modeling scheme with four dif-
ferent template-based algorithms and two feature-based face-
recognition algorithms. The template-based approaches include
PCA [12], ICA [16], LDA [13], and Bayesian intrapersonal/ex-
trapersonal classifier (BAY). Note that the Bayesian (BAY) al-
gorithm employs two subspaces to compute the distance. A pro-
prietary algorithm (PRP) and EBGM [15] algorithm are selected
to represent the feature-based recognition algorithms. For fur-
ther details on these algorithms, the readers may refer to the
original papers or recent surveys on face-recognition algorithms

[1], [2]. All of the face images used in this experiment, except
for the EBGM algorithm, were normalized geometrically by
using the CSU’s Face Identification Evaluation System [17] to
have the same eye location, the same size (150 130), and sim-
ilar intensity distribution. The EBGM algorithm requires a spe-
cial normalization process for face images that is manually very
intensive. So we use the training set that is provided with the
CSU data set [17] to train the model for the EBGM algorithm.
This training set is part of the FERET data set, but different from
the probe set used in the experiments.

The six face-recognition algorithms and the distance mea-
sures associated with each algorithm are summarized in Table I.
Except for the proprietary and the ICA algorithms, the imple-
mentation of all other algorithms are publicly available at CSU’s
face identification evaluation system [17]. The implementation
of the ICA algorithm has been adapted from [29]. The particular
distance measures for each algorithm are selected due to their
higher recognition rates compared to other possible choices of
distance measures. The last two columns in Table I indicate the
range of the similarity/dismiliarity scores of the corresponding
algorithms and the transformation used to convert these scores
to a range such that the lower range of all the transformed dis-
tances are the same (i.e., the distance between two similar face
images is close to 0). The distance measure for the Bayesian in-
trapersonal/extrapersonal classifier is a probability measure but
due to the numerical challenges associated with small proba-
bility values, the distances are computed as the approximations
to such probabilities. The implementation details of distance
measures for the Bayesian algorithm and the EBGM algorithm
can be found in [30] and [31], respectively. Also, in addition to
the aforementioned transformations, the distance between two
exact images is set to zero in order to maintain the reflexive
property of the distance measure. All of the aforementioned dis-
tance measures also exhibit symmetric property; thus, no further
transformation is required to enforce the symmetric property of
the distance measure.

C. Train and Test Sets

Out of six selected algorithms, except for the proprietary al-
gorithm, the other five algorithms require a set of face images for
the algorithm training process. This training set is different from
the training set required to model the individual algorithms.
Therefore, we define two training sets: 1) an algorithm train
set (algotrain) and 2) a model train set (model train). We use
a set of 600 controlled images from 150 subjects (in decreasing
order of their numeric id) from the FRGC training set to train
the individual algorithms (algotrain). To build the linear model
for each algorithm, we use another subset of the FRGC training
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set with 600 controlled images from the first 150 subjects (in
increasing order of their numeric id) with four images per sub-
jects (model train). Due to the limited number of subjects in the
FRGC training set, few subjects appear in the training set; how-
ever, there is no common image in the algotrain and model-train
set. The feature-based EBGM algorithm differs from other al-
gorithms with a special normalization and localization process
of face images and requires manual landmark points on training
images. This process is susceptible to errors and needs to be
done carefully. So, instead of creating our own ground truth fea-
tures on a new data set for the EBGM algorithm, we use the
FERET training set containing 493 images provided in the CSU
face evaluation system, including the special normalized images
required for the EBGM algorithm. Since this training set has
been widely used, we have confidence in its quality. The algo-
train and the model train for the EBGM algorithm are the same.

The proprietary algorithm does not require any training im-
ages. However, while building a model for the proprietary al-
gorithm, we empirically observed that the performance of the
linear model demonstrates higher accuracy on the FERET probe
sets when the model is trained (model train) on the FERET
training set. In the results section, we have demonstrated the
performance of our linear model to the proprietary algorithm
with these two different model-train sets.

To be consistent with other studies, for test sets, we have se-
lected the gallery set and four different probe sets as defined in
the FERET data set. The gallery set contains 1196 face images
of 1196 subjects with a neutral or minimal facial expression and
with frontal illumination. Four sets of probe images (fb, fc, dupI,
dupII) are created to verify the recognition performance under
four different variations of face images. If the model is correct,
the algorithm and model performances should match all of these
probe conditions. The “fb” set contains 1195 images from 1195
subjects with different facial expressions than gallery images.
The “fc” set contains 194 images from 194 subjects with dif-
ferent illumination conditions. Both “fb” and “fc” images are
captured at the same time as that of the gallery images. How-
ever, 722 images from 243 subjects in probe set “dupI” are cap-
tured inbetween 0 to 1031 days after the gallery images were
captured. Probe set “dupII” is a subset of probe set “dupI” con-
taining 234 images from 75 subjects which were captured at
least one-and-a-half years after the gallery images. The afore-
mentioned numbers of images in probe and gallery sets are pre-
defined within the FERET distribution.

D. Performance Measures to Evaluate the Linear Model

We compare the recognition rates of the algorithms with
recognition rates of the linear models in terms of the standard
receiver operating characteristic (ROC). Given the context of
biometrics, this is a more appropriate performance measure
than the error in individual distances. How close is the perfor-
mance of the linear model to that of the actual algorithm on
image sets that are different from the train set?

In addition to the comparison of ROC curves, we use the error
in modeling measure, to quantify the accuracy of the model at
a particular false acceptance rate (FAR). We compute the error

in the modeling by comparing the true positive rate (TPR) of
the linear model with the TPR of the original algorithm at a
particular false positive rate (FAR)

Error in Modeling (%)

(17)

where and are the true positive rate of the
original algorithm and true positive rate of the model at a par-
ticular FAR.

In order to closely examine the approximating linear mani-
fold, we also define a stronger metric nearest neighbor agree-
ment to quantify the local neighborhood similarity of face im-
ages in approximating the ubspace with the original algorithm.
For a given probe , let be the nearest subject as computed
by the algorithm and be the nearest subject based on the
linear model. Let

if
otherwise.

Then, the nearest neighbor agreement between the model and
the original algorithms is quantified as

where is the total number of probes in the probe set. Note that
the nearest neighbor agreement metric is a stronger metric
than the rank 1 identification rate in cumulative match curves
(CMCs). Two algorithms can have the same rank 1 identifica-
tion but the nearest neighbor agreement can be low. For the latter
to be high, the identities of the correct and incorrect matches
should agree. In other words, a high value of this measure in-
dicates that the model and the original algorithm agree on the
neighborhood structure of the face manifold.

V. MODELING RESULTS

In this section, we present experimental results of our pro-
posed linear models to the six different face-recognition algo-
rithms using the FERET probe sets. Using the metrics defined
in previous section, we demonstrate the strength of the linear
model on the FERET data set and with complete separation of
training and test sets. The experimental results show that the
average error in modeling for six algorithms is 6.3% for the
fafb probe set which contains a maximum number of subjects
among all four probe sets. We also observe that the proposed
linear model exhibits an average of 87% accuracy when mea-
sured for the similar neighborhood relationship with the original
algorithm. A detailed analysis and explanation of these results
are presented in the following subsections.

A. Recognition Performances

In Figs. 5–10, we show the performance of each of the six
face-recognition algorithms, respectively. In each figure, we
have four plots, corresponding to the four different FERET
probe sets. In each subplot, we show the ROCs for the original
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Fig. 4. ROC curves: Comparison of the recognition performance of the PCA algorithm with a corresponding linear model on (from left to right) FERET-fafb,
FERET-fafc, FERET-dupI, and the FERET-dupII probe set with the FERET gallery set.

Fig. 5. ROC curves: Comparison of recognition performance of the LDA algorithm with the corresponding linear model on (from left to right) FERET-fafb,
FERET-fafc, FERET-dupI, and FERET-dupII probe set with the FERET gallery set.

Fig. 6. ROC curves: Comparison of the recognition performance of the ICA algorithm with a corresponding linear model on the (from left to right) FERET-fafb,
FERET-fafc, FERET-dupI, and FERET-dupII probe set with the FERET gallery set.

Fig. 7. ROC curves: Comparison of the recognition performance of the BAY algorithm with the corresponding linear model on the (from left to right) FERET-fafb,
FERET-fafc, FERET-dupI, and the FERET-dupII probe set with the FERET gallery set.

algorithm along with the performance of the linear approxima-
tion. We should compare how closely these two ROCs match in
each individual plot. Note the log scale for the false alarm rate.
We observe that not only does the recognition performance
of the model match that of the original algorithm, but it also
generalizes to the variations in face images represented by four
different probe sets. For example, the performance of the ICA
algorithm in fafc [Fig. 6(b)] is lower compared to the rest of
the algorithms and the modeling performance is also lower for
the ICA algorithm which is a good indication of an accurate
model of the underlying algorithm. Similar performances can
also be observed in case of LDA and BAY algorithms. This

is evidence of the generalizability of the learnt model across
different conditions.

Also, for the fafb probe set, the error in the modeling of
all the algorithms at 0.001 FAR are 3.8%, 7%, 9%, 5%, 4%,
and 26% for PCA, LDA, ICA, BAY, EBGM, and PRP algo-
rithms, respectively. The high error rate for the PRP algorithm
indicates that the linear model for the PRP algorithm is under-
trained. Note that the training set used for the proprietary algo-
rithm or the score normalization techniques adapted to optimize
the performances are unknown. We can use our linear model
for the PRP algorithm with the FERET training set containing
493 images and also study the effect of two standard score nor-
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Fig. 8. ROC curves: Comparison of the recognition performance of the EBGM algorithm with a corresponding linear model on the (from left to right) FERET-fafb,
FERET-fafc, FERET-dupI, and FERET-dupII probe set with the FERET gallery set.

Fig. 9. ROC curves: Comparison of the recognition performance of the PRP algorithm with a corresponding linear model on the (from left to right) FERET-fafb,
FERET-fafc, FERET-dupI, and FERET-dupII probe set with the FERET gallery set.

Fig. 10. ROC curves: Comparison of the recognition performance of the PRP algorithm with a corresponding linear model on the (from left to right) FERET-fafb,
FERET-fafc, FERET-dupI, and FERET-dupII probe set with the FERET gallery set. The linear model is trained using 493 FERET training images.

malization methods on the proposed linear model for the pro-
prietary algorithm. The performance of the PRP algorithm on
four FERET probe sets and the performance of the linear model
trained using the FERET training set are presented in Fig. 10.
With the FERET training set, the error in modeling for the PRP
algorithm in the fa-fb probe set is reduced to 13%, and with the
normalization process, the error in modeling for the proprietary
algorithm is further reduced to 9%. The effect of score normal-
ization on the proposed modeling scheme is discussed in Sec-
tion V-C.

B. Local Manifold Structure

Fig. 11 shows the similarity of the neighborhood relation-
ship for six different algorithms on the FERET fafb probe set.
Observe that irrespective of the correct or incorrect match, the
nearest neighbor agreement metric has an average accuracy of
87% on all six algorithms. It is also important to note that for
algorithms where the performance of the model is better than
that of the original algorithm, the metric is penalized for such
improvement in the performances, and pulls down the subject
agreement values even if the model has better performance than
the original algorithm. This is appropriate in our modeling con-
text because the goal is to model the algorithm not necessarily to
better it. The high value of such a stringent metric validates the
strength of the linear model. Even with little information about

the train and optimization process of the proprietary algorithm,
the linear model still exhibits a 70% nearest neighborhood accu-
racy for the proprietary algorithm. As we observe from Figs. 9
and 10, the proprietary algorithm might have been optimized
for FERET-type data sets and may have used some score nor-
malization techniques to transform the raw match scores to a
fixed interval. In the next subsection, we explore the variation in
the model’s performance with different distance measures using
PCA algorithm as well as the effect of score normalization on
our proposed modeling scheme using the proprietary algorithm.

C. Effect of Distance Measures and Score Normalization

Different face-recognition algorithms use different distance
measures and, in many cases, the distance measure is unknown
and non-Euclidean in nature. In order to study the effect of var-
ious distance measures on the proposed modeling scheme, we
use PCA algorithm with six different distance measures as men-
tioned in the first column of Table III. For a stronger comparison,
we kept all other parameters, such as the training set and dimen-
sion of the PCA space the same. Only the distance measure is
changed. These distance measures are implemented in the CSU
face evaluation tool, and we use them as per the definition in
[17]. In Table III, we present the error in modeling [see (17)]
for the PCA algorithm with different distance measures on the
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF TRAIN AND TEST SETS

Fig. 11. Similarity of the local manifold structure between the original algo-
rithm and the linear model as captured by the nearest neighbor agreement metric
using the FERET fafb probe set. The number of times the algorithm and model
agree on subjects irrespective of genuine or imposter match are shown in per-
centage. Note that this metric is a stronger measure than the rank-1 identification
rate in CMC analysis.

TABLE III
EFFECT OF DISTANCE MEASURE ON MODEL : ERROR IN MODELING FOR THE

PCA ALGORITHM ON THE FERET FAFB (1195 SUBJECTS) PROBE SET

FERET fafb probe set. The implementation details of these dis-
tance measures are described in [17]. Note that, as described in
Fig. 3, except for PCA+Euclidean distance, the model uses a co-
sine distance for all other cases. From the table, we observe that
for different distance measures, the error in modeling is in the
magnitude of or less. Thus, it is apparent that different
distance measures have a minimal impact on the proposed mod-
eling scheme.

Biometric match scores are often augmented with some nor-
malization procedures before compelled to a threshold-based
decision. Most of these score normalization techniques are often
carried out as a postprocessing routine and do affect the un-
derlying manifold of the faces as observed by the face-recog-
nition algorithms. The most standard score normalization tech-
niques used in biometric applications are Z-normalization and
Min-Max normalization [1], [32], [33]. To observe the impact
of normalization on the modeling scheme, we use the propri-
etary algorithm with min-max and Z-normalization techniques.

This is over and above any normalization that might exist in
the propriety algorithm, which we do not have any information
about. We apply the normalization methods on impostor scores.
Note that in this case, the normalization techniques are consid-
ered as part of the blackbox algorithm. As a result, the match
scores used to train the model are also normalized in a similar
way. Fig. 12 shows the comparison of recognition performance
of the proprietary algorithm with score normalization to that of
modeling. The score normalization process is a postprocessing
method and does not reflect the original manifold of the face
images. We apply the same score normalization techniques to
match scores of the model. The difference between the algo-
rithm with the normalized match score and the model with the
same normalization of match scores is small.

VI. APPLICATION: INDEXING FACE DATABASES

In the identification scenario, one has to perform one to many
matches to identify a new face image (query) among a set of
gallery images. In such scenarios, the query image needs to be
compared to all of the images in gallery. Consequently, the re-
sponse time for a single query image is directly proportional to
the gallery size. The entire process is computationally expen-
sive for large gallery sets. One possible approach to avoid such
expensive computation and to provide faster response time is
to index or bin the gallery set. In case of well-developed bio-
metrics, such as fingerprints, a binning process based on ridge
patterns such as the whorl loop and arches is used for indexing
[34], [35]. For other biometrics where a template is represented
by a set of -dimensional numeric features, Mhatre et al. [36]
proposed a pyramid indexing technique to index the database.
Unfortunately, for face images, there is no straightforward and
global solution to bin or index face images. As different algo-
rithms use different strategies to compute the template or fea-
tures from face images, a global indexing strategy is not feasible
for face images. For example, the Bayesian intra/extra class ap-
proach computes the difference image of the probe template
with all gallery templates, a feature-based indexing scheme is
not applicable for this algorithm.

One possible indexing approach is to use a light or less com-
putationally expensive recognition algorithm to select a subset
of gallery images and then compare the probe image with the
subset of gallery images. We can project a given probe image
into a linear space and find the nearest gallery images. Then,
we use the original algorithm to match the -selected gallery
image with the probe image and output the rank of the probe
image. Note that for perfect indexing, a system with indexing
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Fig. 12. ROC curves indicating the score normalization effect on the proposed
modeling scheme. We use the proprietary algorithm with two different nor-
malization schemes: (a) Min-Max normalization and (b) �-normalization tech-
niques on the FERET fafb probe set (1195 subjects in the probe set) and com-
pare the recognition performance with the performance of the model and per-
formance of the model with a similar normalization scheme.

and without indexing will produce the same top- subjects. A
linear projection method, such as PCA, is an example of this
type of first-pass pruning method.

The recognition performance of the original algorithm should
be better than the first-pass linear projection method. Otherwise,
the use of a computationally expensive algorithm in the second
pass is redundant. Also, if the performance of the first-pass al-
gorithm is significantly less than the original algorithm, then the

-gallery image selected by the linear algorithm may not include
the nearest gallery images to the probe images as observed by
the original algorithm. In this case, the overall identification rate
of the system will fall. To minimize this error, the value of
needs to be high which, in turn, reduces the advantages of using
an indexing mechanism.

On the other hand, since the linear model approximates
the underlying algorithm quite well, we expect that basing an
indexing scheme around it should result in a better indexing
mechanism. The computation complexity for the modeling
scheme and any other linear projection-based indexing scheme,
such as PCA, is similar, except the training process, which can
be performed offline. Of course, for algorithms, such as PCA,
LDA, and ICA, which use the linear projection of raw template,
this type of indexing mechanism will result in no additional

computational advantage. However, for algorithms, such as
the Bayesian and EBGM, where numerical indexing of the
template is not feasible, indexing through a linear model can
reduce the overall computational complexity by selecting only
a subset of gallery images to be matched with a probe image. In
this section, we have demonstrated the indexing scheme using
the proposed linear model and compared an indexing scheme
based on PCA, coupled with Euclidean distance. The choice
of Euclidean distance instead of Mahalanobis distance is to
demonstrate the indexing scenario when the first-pass linear
projection algorithm has lower performance than the original
algorithm.

To evaluate the error in the indexing scheme, we use the dif-
ference in rank values for a given probe set with and without
the indexing scheme. If the model extracts the same nearest
gallery image as by the original algorithm, then the rank of a par-
ticular probe will not change with the use of the indexing pro-
cedure. In such cases, the identification rate at a particular rank
will remain the same. However, if the -nearest gallery subjects
selected by the model do not match the nearest subjects se-
lected by the original algorithm, then the identification rate at a
particular rank will decrease. We compute the error in indexing
scheme as follows:

(18)

where represents the error in the indexing approach at rank
, represents the identification rate of the algorithm at rank

without using the indexing of the gallery set, and represents
the identification rate of the algorithm at rank using the in-
dexing scheme. Note that if a probe image has a rank higher than

, then we penalize the indexing scheme by setting the rank
to 0; ensuring the highest possible value of . The maximum
is taken to avoid penalizing the indexing scheme in cases where
the indexing of gallery images yields a better identification rate
than the original algorithm (e.g., cases where the model of an
algorithm has a better recognition rate than the original algo-
rithm). In Tables IV and V, we show the values of the indexing
parameter at three different indexing error rates for rank 1
and up to rank 5 identification, using the fafb and dup1 probe
set, respectively. These two probe sets in the FERET database
have a maximum number of probe subjects compared to other
probe sets. Tables IV(a) and V(a) show the value of with a
PCA-based two-pass indexing mechanism.

For the model-based indexing scheme as we observe, the
value of the indexing parameter for the Bayesian algorithm is
as low as 8 with an error in indexing being equal to 0.01%.
As a result, with the help of the proposed indexing scheme,
the Bayesian algorithm requires, at most, eight comparisons
to achieve similar rank-1 performance compared to using the
complete gallery set, which requires 1195 comparison in the
case of the FERET-fafb probe set. Similarly, for the other two
algorithms, at most, 50 comparisons are sufficient to achieve
similar identification performance at a 0.01% error rate for
rank-1 as well as rank-5 identification performances. With this
indexing scheme, the response time is reduced by a factor of

, where and are the time required to
match two face images using the original algorithm and its
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TABLE IV
INDEXING ERROR OF � AT THREE DIFFERENT INDEXING ERROR

RATES FOR RANK 1 (RANK 5) IDENTIFICATION RATE ON THE

FERET FAFB (1195 SUBJECTS) PROBE SET

TABLE V
INDEXING ERROR OF � AT THREE DIFFERENT INDEXING ERROR RATES

FOR RANK 1 (RANK 5) IDENTIFICATION RATE ON THE FERET DUP1
(722 SUBJECTS) PROBE SET

linear model, respectively. represents the number of gallery
images. Since the proposed modeling scheme requires only a
linear projection of face images, in most cases (such as BAY
and EBGM algorithms), and .
However, for an algorithm, such as PCA, LDA, and ICA, which
uses the linear projection of the raw template, the model will
not provide any computational advantage as in these cases

.
In case of the PCA-based indexing mechanism, we can ob-

serve a high variation in the value of indexing parameter .
The indexing performance of the PCA-based indexing mecha-
nism on the FERET-fafb probe set for the Bayesian and EBGM
algorithm is consistent with that of the linear modeling index
scheme. However, in all other cases, particularly in the case of
PRP algorithm, the value of is observed to be very high due
to a significant performance difference between the PCA and
the PRP algorithm. Similar values of are observed even if we
use the Mahalanobis distance instead of the Euclidean distance
for the PCA-based indexing scheme with the PRP algorithm
as well. For the PRP algorithm on the FERET-fafb probe set,
the values of are 2 (5), 48 (52), 198 (199), and 272 (298) for
rank-1 and rank-5 error rates, respectively, using indexing with
PCA with the Mahalanobis distance measure as the first-pass
pruning method. Similarly, for the FERET-fafb probe set, the
values of are 2 (8), 20 (44), 26(56), and 28 (57) for rank-1 and
rank-5 error rates, respectively. These results validate the ad-
vantages of using a linear model instead of any arbitrary linear

projection method for selecting the -nearest gallery images in
the first pass.

VII. CONCLUSION

We proposed a novel, linear modeling scheme for different
face-recognition algorithms based on the match scores. Starting
with a distance matrix representing the pairwise match scores
between face images, we used an iterative stress minimization
algorithm to obtain an embedded distance matrix in a low-di-
mensional space. We then proposed a linear out-of-sample
projection scheme for test images. The linear transformation
used to project new face images into the model space is divided
into two subtransformations: 1) a rigid transformation of face
images obtained through PCA of face images followed by 2)
a nonrigid transformation responsible for preserving pair-wise
distance relationships between face images. To validate the
proposed modeling scheme, we used six fundamentally dif-
ferent face-recognition algorithms, covering template-based
and feature-based approaches, on four different probe sets
using the FERET face image database. We compared the
recognition rate of each algorithm with their respective models
and demonstrated that the recognition rates are consistent on
each probe set. Experimental results showed that the proposed
linear modeling scheme generalized to different probe sets
representing different variations in face images (FERET probe
sets). A 6.3% average error in modeling for six algorithms is
observed at a 0.001 FAR, for the FERET fafb probe set which
contains a maximum number of subjects among all of the probe
sets. The estimated linear approximation also exhibited an
average of an 87% match in the nearest neighbor identity with
the original algorithms. We also demonstrated the usefulness
of such a modeling scheme on algorithm-specific indexing of
face databases. Although the choice of distance measure varied
from algorithm to algorithm, we showed that such variations
in distance measures have less of an impact on our proposed
modeling scheme. Similarly, many biometric systems use score
normalization as a postprocessing routine and we observed that
a similar score normalization routine, when applied to match
scores obtained through the affine model of the algorithm,
yields expected recognition performances.

With the help of the proposed modeling scheme, future re-
search will explore the possibility of finding optimal perfor-
mance of any face-recognition algorithm with respect to a given
training set. Also, instead of classical scaling, other possible
choices to arrive at the MDS coordinates include metric least-
square scaling that allowed for metric transformations of the
given dissimilarities so as to minimize a given loss function,
capturing the differences, maybe weighted, between the trans-
formed dissimilarities and the distances in the embedded space.
Note that “metric” in metric scaling refers to the transformation
and not the point configuration space. In nonmetric scaling, ar-
bitrary and monotonic transformations are allowed as long as
rank orders are preserved. These could be the focus of future
work. However, as we have seen, the stress minimization, along
with classical MDS, suffices to build the linear model for most
face-recognition algorithms. There is also the danger that com-
plicated schemes might overfit the given distances.
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